
Some people say that it is possible to tell a lot about a person's culture and 
character from their choice of clothes.

Do you agree or disagree?

     Some people believe what we wear can show several facts about our beliefs 
and personality. I disagree with this opinion because external appearance of 
someone usually is influenced by several other factors like society, rules and 
fashion, so it can't be a good/proper criterion for people's character.

     On one hand, many countries have some laws about clothes their citizens can 
wear in public so they can't choose their clothes independently. For example, in 
Iran women must put on scarfs and men can't wear shorts. Furthermore, many 
people pursue their religionsus and traditions in their styles so even if they live in a 
country with no rules about appearance, they would have some limits. Finally, 
nowadays many individuals are affected by fashions and they don't care about 
their style until it is in accordance with fashion. Thus, clothes that somebody 
wears were are influenced and can't be a good factor for judging about someone's 
character.   

     On the other hand, even if clothes could tell about people's personality, a lot of 
studies need to be able to can analyze someone's clothes correctly. It is simplistic 
to think everyone can understand others’ character just by looking at them after 
reading some papers or books. There may be some sings signs in a special 
character’s wearsoutfit, but Even experts can't be sure whether their opinions 
about relation between people's characters and their wears are correct or not. So 
it is almost impossible for most people to realize others’ personality or culture by 
what they wear.

     In conclusion, I don't believe this idea that the clothes can represent 
someone's culture and personality because someone's wears appearance could 
be influenced by many factors and there isn't any specific sign for people's beliefs 
in their clothes.    


